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Stacy Garcia for Townsend Leather Announce Two New Designs
Resurfaced and Kinetic expand the established Stacy Garcia leather offering further
November 2016 – Stacy Garcia Inc. and Townsend Leather are excited to bring their two new leathers,
Resurfaced and Kinetic, to the market. Both leathers will make their debut at this year’s Boutique Design
tradeshow (BDNY) in New York City.
Experience the timeworn and aged appearance of
Resurfaced, a hand-painted multi-layered design
which renews and beautifies the leather's natural
grain surface. Various colors hand-brushed in
multiple shades are applied to each section of
leather creating tonal depth and revealing a nuance
that is rich yet subtle. Resurfaced is available in 6
soft and sophisticated mineral hues.
Resurfaced

“Our new designs aim to enhance the natural grain surface of the leather,” says designer Stacy Garcia.
“Resurfaced and Kinetic are multi-dimensional but in a soft and subtle way. They aren’t over
embellished–which help in accentuating the natural
beauty within each hide.”
Travel beyond the boundaries of traditional
linework and flat planes with Kinetic, a nondirectional and multi-dimensional design which
radiates a pulsating sense of energy. This organicinspired leather emboss is hand-tipped with a
subtle sheen which beautifully highlights the raised
surfaces of the pattern. Kinetic is available in 6
energetic and enticing colorways.

Kinetic
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About Stacy Garcia, Inc.
Founded in 2004, Stacy Garcia is a leading global lifestyle brand with roots in hospitality design, offering
inspired product collections across a number of categories including textiles, carpet, wallcovering,
furniture and lighting. Renowned for its signature bold and colorful designs and in-depth trend
forecasting, Stacy Garcia is the first and only design house to offer a complete design story for the
hospitality industry.
Headquartered in New York, the privately held product design company is helmed by founder and Chief
Inspiration Officer, Stacy Garcia, who sees design as an empowering form of communication and the
brand as one that connects to a lifestyle less ordinary.
Stacy Garcia products are available through exclusive partners and showrooms worldwide. For more
information, please visit www.StacyGarcia.com, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and read
more on the Life-Styled.net blog.
About Townsend Leather
Townsend Leather is a third-generation, U.S.-based family business and manufacturer of upholstery
hides and decorative leathers, supplying the A & D Residential, Hospitality, Home Furnishings,
Corporate, Business, and Commercial Aviation, Motorcoach, and Yachting marketing internationally. The
company prides itself on pushing the boundaries of what is possible from the perspectives of color,
texture, pattern and cutting-edge design and technological opportunities.

